About

The purpose of our organization is to provide a medium for collaborative and interdisciplinary discussions, support, and awareness of best practices in the diverse and rapidly growing field of data science.

Reasons to join?

We seek for undergraduates and graduates that desire...

• To learn about modern data science practices and statistical methodology.
• To improve their coding in R, Python, Matlab, etc.
• Advice on current or future quantitative research projects.
• To further their professional development.
• To attend research presentations, introductory and advanced help sessions, or discussion/breakout sessions.

Data Science Clubs have gained traction in numerous universities in the U.S. in recent years, and they have been a place where students can gain critical, modern, and innovative guidance to support them in their studies.

Whether you are a student seeking to complete a B.S. in Data Science, Computer Science, Applied Mathematics etc., or you desire greater confidence in your ability to effectively analyze data in your field of interest, we value your input and involvement! We aim to have meetings and presentations that are accessible and interdisciplinary.

The Data Science Club at UWM will have its inaugural meetings starting Fall 2020. Please contact us with any questions!

Contact:

Founding President: Andrew Whetten awhetten@uwm.edu